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About the Schedler Honors College
Established in 1982, the Norbert O. Schedler Honors College at UCA has become one

of the most full-featured in the nation and is a leader in providing enhanced educational

opportunities in a living/learning environment designed to develop citizen-scholars.

Admitted through a highly competitive application process, Schedler Honors Scholars

benefit from an interdisciplinary studies curriculum that emphasizes scholarship,

leadership, and citizenship, preparing them for active involvement in civic life that draws

upon research skills acquired at UCA.

Vision
The Norbert O. Schedler Honors College strives to equip students from across

disciplines with the tools and skills to promote individual growth and to confront the

complex challenges of our modern world. We aim to build a community in which every

person is valued and included in the conversation. We aspire to be known both locally

and nationally









with each expert invoking the issue from the perspective of a specific discipline, while

the former requires presenters to meld two or more disciplines to create a new

(interdisciplinary) approach (e.g., environmental literature, religious studies, Asian

studies, linguistic philosophy, social psychology, etc.). Although interdisciplinary courses

or portions of courses are not exclusive to the Schedler Honors College, what is unique

is having interdisciplinarity central to the mission of the freshman and sophomore

curricula.

Honors College Core Program
Courses in the Honors Core offer students credits that satisfy university Core

requirements. The Core courses serve as the introductory courses for all of the

Schedler Honors College learning objectives. All students, whether they enter as

incoming freshmen or as Track II students, are required to enroll in HONC 1310 and

1320.

Honors Core I: The Search for Self (HONC 1310)
Taken in the fall semester of the freshman year, the content of Honors Core I is

centered on great books of the Western canon (history of ideas about self or human

nature) and beyond. Residing at a level beyond the content is a way of teaching what

Peter Elbow has titled “the believing game,” presenting each great thinker’s idea as a

live option, making a case for its inherent truth, and connecting it with a student’s lived

experience.

A dilemma is created on this second level as each course proceeds, because the ideas

covered do not accord with one another, nor do they flow in a logical or chronological
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begins to operate on a level beyond either of the other two, one that existentially

engages students in a process of cognitive and moral challenge. Assumptions are

questioned and worldviews examined, while faculty members guide students in

discovering and honing methods of analysis.

Honors Core I is team taught, allowing for a multidisciplinary approach. Students meet

bi-weekly in a small group discussion



skills of integrative scholarship and ethical decision making, while building on previously

introduced skills.

Honors Core II can either satisfy 3 hours of Communication/Research and Writing

(WRTG 1320) or 3 hours of Responsible Living credit. When taken as Responsible

Living credit, Core II fulfills the need of the second Social Science course.

Honors Core III: The Search for Other (HONC 2310)

Offered in the fall semester of the sophomore year, Honors Core III presents ideas that

directly engage notions of pluralism, expressly examining diversity in a variety of arenas

– religion, race, gender, social class, culture, legal systems, medical systems,

ecosystems, etc. By this point in the curriculum, content is pushing beyond that of the

Great Books canon and into newer texts – feminist, post-colonial, post-structural,

post-modernist.

Encountering this content brings with it an inherent challenge, requiring nearly every

participant to question assumptions and taken-for-granted, received "wisdoms" acquired

in one's youth. Honors Core III is not (usually) team-taught, with students enrolling in

one of five or six different offerings, in courses with student-teacher ratios of no more

than fifteen to one. Having small classes all semester (contrasted with the Freshman

Seminars' sometimes large, sometimes small groups) puts students in a position to

make more frequent oral presentations. By taking increasing responsibility for what

transpires in the classroom, a student has a greater number of opportunities to make

"commitments in the face of contextual pluralism" (William Perry).This course will

introduce students to the skills of analyzing familiar cultural assumptions and will

continue to practice previously introduced skills.

Honors Core III, a Humanities course, can either satisfy 3 hours of Responsible Living

or 3 hours of Diversity in World Cultures credit.

Honors Core IV: The Art of the Search (HONC 2320)

Taken in the spring of the sophomore year, Honors Core IV explores fundamental

questions of aesthetics, beauty, the craft of human creative practices, and how the fine
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arts impact and enrich our lives. With small enrollments of no more than 15 students per

faculty member, class participants can take charge of portions of the course to create

and present examples of the content under study (painting, sculpture, music, film,

theater, dance, and so on). In addition to practicing previously introduced skills, this

course introduces students to skills that will allow them to analyze ideas, techniques,

and processes that inform creative works within different cultural and historical contexts.

Honors Core IV is a Fine Arts course and satisfies 3 hours of Diversity in Creative

Works.

Honors Interdisciplinary Studies Minor

The requirement of interdisciplinarity remains critical to the mission of the junior and

senior curricula, through which students are able to earn a minor in interdisciplinary

studies. They are required to complete two junior-level seminars, courses delimited not

by a discipline but by topic; a senior seminar that investigates global issues in an

interdisciplinary manner; and an Oxford Tutorial followed by a Senior Capstone, during

which a student completes a year-long, disciplinary or interdisciplinary project of

undergraduate scholarship. Students completing the Honors minor will satisfy all

requirements of UCA’s Upper-division (UD) Core.

Honors Seminars
For the completion of the Honors minor, students must complete two Honors Seminars.

These seminars are offered every semester and offer an in-depth, interdisciplinary study

of a variety of topics. These courses allow students opportunities to practice the skills

that are introduced throughout the Honors Core Program and move them toward

proficiency of these skills.

Oxford Tutorial

Oxford Tutorial (HONC 3320) fulfills the first of two required courses for completion of

the Honors Capstone Project. It is designed to help students look critically at evidence,

understand research ethics, develop research questions, try out arguments, and learn

processes of scholarly inquiry. Tutorial should help students to not only synthesize
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in an effort to inform, educate, and thoughtfully address contemporary problems and

concerns. All events take place on the UCA campus and are free and open to the

public. Challenge Week serves as an opportunity for the Honors College to engage the

larger community in issues that impact our society.

Fall Retreat
Fall Retreat is an event held for incoming students each year (typically on move-in

weekend) where the faculty and student leaders join all incoming students for a retreat

dedicated to team building and academic preparation for the upcoming semester.

Issues in the Public Square
Issues in the Public Square is a symposium-style event held each Spring to provide an

opportunity for students, faculty and staff, and the broader community to share research

that impacts our society. As scholars, students in the Honors College are encouraged to

submit proposals to share their research in order to begin a meaningful dialogue and to

help advance our understanding of issues of public concern. Each year a theme and

keynote speaker is selected to represent a critical issue being faced at present within

our society.

Schedler Scholars in Residence
The Norbert and Carol Schedler Scholars in Residence program supports bringing

noted scholars to the UCA campus to provide a public lecture and spend time with

students in formal and informal settings. This program is co-hosted by the Schedler

Honors College and the Department of Philosophy and Religion.

Soapboxes
Soapbox is an informal Honors student, faculty, and alumni forum for the dissemination

and exchange of ideas on a wide variety of topics. Most soapboxes take place on Friday

afternoons at 3 PM in the Presentation Room of Farris Hall. Digital projectors are

provided to those who want to utilize visual aids. And of course there are snacks -- lots

and lots of snacks. UCA students, faculty, and the public are welcome to join us at

Soapbox.
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competitive; TAG Applications are reviewed by the Honors College administration and

funds are granted based on the quality of the proposal.

Undergraduate Research Grants for Education (URGE)
The NOS Honors College has Undergraduate Research Grants for Education (URGE)

funds available to







● to foster an interdisciplinary academic environment for members,

● to enhance the educational experiences of members,

● to encourage a sense of community within the Honors College,

● to recognize and promote scholarly activities among members,

● to work with the Honors College administration, faculty and staff in the

organization and implementation of Honors Center Society purposes.

Elected and appointed representatives organize and promote curricular and

co-curricular activities among members, work with the Honors College faculty and staff

in the organization and implementation of Honors College events, coordinate with the

Honors College faculty and staff in the development and the enforcement of policies

regarding the use of the McAlister Honors Center and other Honors community facilities.

The Honors Council also supports an Academic Committee specially mandated to

assist in future curriculum development and the borrowing of exceptional faculty from

other departments.

Honors Ambassador Program
The UCA Honors Ambassador Program's goal is to recruit prospective students for the

Schedler Honors College and University Scholars Program and assist these students

with their interests in the programs of the Honors College.

The program consists of members from theאҟӏᴰᵀ from and University

Scholars Program who complete the Honors Ambassador application and are selected

by the Honors Administration Team.

Ambassadors assist with recruiting prospective students through the following ways:

● Send letters and Honors College brochures to the high schools throughout the

state, including those from which they graduated.

● Attend College Fairs hosted around the state.

● Attend Distinguiso Scholars Day and Bear Facts days.

● Assist on I-Squar Days wo applicants are on campus.
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● Send postcards to students who have started applications encouraging them to

complete their applications by the application deadline.

● Meet with prospective students visiting campus.

Ambassadors are encouraged to dedicate at least ten (10) hours per semester to the

above activities and submit their hours regularly through the Honors Ambassador Work

Form. Ambassadors will earn incentive prizes based on a tiered system of 10 hours, 20

hours, and 30+ hours per year. Ambassadors who return for multiple years of service

can roll their hours from year to year to earn additional incentives.

Retention Requirements

Annual Renewal Requirements
Each academic year, students must achieve a cumulative grade point average of 3.250

or better to remain in good standing and to have their scholarship renewed for the

following year. Students are required to enroll in 15 hours each semester, including the

fall and spring of the freshman year, but the scholarship will be renewed if students

complete at least 27 credit hours in the freshman year and 30 credit hours each

subsequent academic year (Fall





Capstone Presentations
Capstone students will be assigned a time for their presentation on Capstone

Presentation Day, which takes place on Study Day, the Friday of the week before final

exams, during the semester they are enrolled in Capstone. See the Capstone

Handbook for additional information.

Class Photo
The graduating class gathers with faculty and staff for an official class photo on the last

day of the Spring semester. 8x10 copies of the photo, suitable for framing, are mailed to

all members of the graduating class.

Senior Banquet
The final event is the Senior Banquet also held on the last day of the Spring semester.

Graduating seniors, their families and guests, and Honors College faculty and staff

come together for this celebration of the graduates' years in Honors. Graduates are

awarded their official certificates and given a medallion to wear at the University

commencement ceremony the following day. Seniors selected by the faculty give

student addresses and serve as masters of ceremony.
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